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In the Community
Douglas County Schools Say Goodbye to ‘Snow Days’
School System Moves to Digital Learning at Home When Schools are Forced
to Close Due to Inclement Snow Storms
For every student and teacher, the unexpected day off due to
snowy weather has always been a welcome tradition. That’s why
it was a surprise to many when the Douglas County School
System announced in January that schools will no longer have
snow days. Moving forward, the schools will use technology and
digital learning the student can do at home when schools are
forced to close. This is not unique to Douglas County, as many
schools both in Georgia and nationwide have done the same.
During inclement weather, teachers are to post assignments by
9am, and be available to answer questions by e-mail or other
electronic means from 9am to 2pm. This gives students the
ability to work on their class assignments from the comfort of their home.
In the event an inclement weather day occurs, parents can now check the news section on the
home page of a school’s website to learn how each school will participate in online learning.
Digital learning assignments will be due three days after school reopens. This program will
effectively end snow days, with the motive to keep students learning on days off and reduce
the need for makeup days.
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lead to very
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and high
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what mistakes
could put your
case at risk.
Get it at:
LikeMurphyLaw.com

As a kid, I watched The Jetsons, and always dreamed of having a car
that would fly. Unfortunately, it doesn’t look like that is going to
happen in my lifetime. However, it does look like self-driving cars will
be hitting the streets sooner rather than later. Most self-driving cars
are still in the testing phase, but several states, including Georgia,
already have comprehensive laws in place. When the first self-driving
cars, or squad of cars (think something like Uber or a pizza delivery
service, but driverless) arrive, Georgia will be ready. But are state-tostate laws a good thing?
As a lawyer, a big part of my job is proving that my client was not at fault for an
accident, and having clear laws and regulations helps me do that. Laws generally make
it crystal clear who is responsible for the accident, and what they are responsible for. If
auto makers know for sure that they will be held responsible if one of their self-driving
cars is in an accident, they will be more likely to test to make sure their cars are safe.
So, in that sense, these laws will ultimately make it safer for consumers.
However, there’s a bigger issue here that worries me. So far, there are still no federal
laws regarding self-driving cars. Do we really want state-by-state regulation for the selfdriving car industry? I would argue that we don’t. States are good at regulating some
things, like road speed, but in the case of self-driving cars, they are not. For example,
Michigan’s laws currently allow only auto-manufacturers, like General Motors, to
operate self-driving cars. But Apple, who is also testing their own cars, cannot. What
happens when self-driving cars cross state lines, and the laws change? The point is,
federal regulations make more sense than state-by-state regulations for self-driving
cars.
Where are the federal regulations? So far,
they are virtually non-existent. They should
have
them
already,
because
this
technology has been on the horizon for a
while now, but they don’t. Therefore, states
are having to step in to make laws, because
that is better than having no laws at all.

Bubba Mac’s is Back on Fairburn Rd!

Our Firm is Still Growing!
Meet Our New Receptionist, Brittany!

Meet Our
New
Receptionist,

At Murphy Law Firm, we make sure that our
clients get great service from the very first
phone call. That requires having someone
who understands the seriousness of car
accidents and the injuries that can result from
them. Brittany Walker, our new receptionist,
was the perfect fit for caring for our new
clients.

Brittany
Walker

Brittany was born and raised in Dallas, GA, and graduated from
East Paulding High School. She is mother to three wonderful
kids, and enjoys reading, going hiking with her kids, and
traveling to new places.
Previously, she worked as a medical assistant, and then for a private investigator firm that
investigated car accidents and workers’ compensation claims. Her work experience has
helped her to be empathetic to car accident victims whose lives have been turned upsidedown after a car wreck.

Head Chef Reopens Restaurant to Continue
Bubba’s Legacy
Locals were saddened by
the sudden passing of
David
McDonald,
the
owner of Bubba Mac’s,
back in April of last year.
The community had lost a
dear neighbor, as well as a
favorite restaurant. But
thanks to David’s family, his
legacy will carry on.
In December, Bubba Mac’s announced that it was
reopening, thanks to Chef Joe, who has been the executive
chef at Bubba Mac’s for the last 8 years. Fans will be
happy to know that Bubba’s popular wings and Philly
cheesesteaks are still a staple on the menu. Chef Joe has
added a few new southern favorites to menu, like shrimp
po-boys and fish-n-chips. Supporting local businesses
keeps Douglasville thriving, so make sure to visit Bubba
Mac’s soon!

During Happy Hour
(Tues—Thur, 3pm- 6pm)
5620 Fairburn Rd, Douglasville

(770) 627-4221
Tue-Sat 11AM to 9PM
Sunday 12PM to 8PM
Monday - CLOSED

Expires 3/31/19

Who Else Wants to Be a Hero for a Local Dog?

New Telephone Scam on the Rise—Targeting the Elderly

Murphy Law Firm is Giving $100 in Pet Supplies to the First Person to Adopt a
Douglas County Shelter Dog

According to recent statistics, scammers steal about $37 billion per year
from America’s elderly. Sadly, these scam attempts aren’t going to slow
down any time soon.

On a cold rainy day in January, my wife
and I found a lost and wandering dog on a
busy road. He had no collar and no microchip, so we were unsure how to return him
to his home. Thanks to our local
community on Facebook, we were able to
find and reunite “Max” with his family.
Every day, thousands of dogs are lost or
abandoned, and the animal shelters are
full of wonderful pets. Murphy Law Firm
would like to help these pets find homes.
Social Media can be a
great tool for helping
lost pets! We posted this
picture of Max on
Facebook, and we found
his family!

If you are interested in adopting a local
dog, visit the Animal Shelter at Deer Lick
Park in Douglasville. If you adopt a dog
between now and March 31, contact us to
see if you’ve won $100 in pet supplies!

How to Enter Our
Adoption Contest
1. Adopt a dog from
Douglas County’s Animal
Shelter between now and
March 31, 2019

2. If you are first to contact
us about your adoption, and
have your adoption papers,
we will donate $100 to your
pet supplies!

3. To enter, e-mail
Jessica at marketing
@murpylawyer.com

Many of the popular scams from the past decade are still in play.
One that is fairly common is when a scammer will tell an elderly
person that she has won a sweepstakes, and all she needs to do
is wire money to start the process. They continue to string her
along until her life savings are depleted, or they get caught. The
scammer will commonly tell the person that they need to keep
their winnings a secret or they will lose their prize. The fact that
someone would do this to an elderly person is appalling, but it
does happen, and you need to be aware of the latest scam trends
in order to protect your family.
A New Scam Trend – With all the information available today, it
has become relatively easy for a scammer to know a lot about
their target’s life. With this information, they can pretend to be a
family member of the target. These calls can be quite intimidating,
because the scammer is able to recite very specific things about the victim’s life, which can be used to build
trust or cause confusion. Keep an eye out for these scams, and spend time with your loved ones! The best
defense against these tactics are education and open communication.

